Falwell responds to Clinton's accusations of conspiracy

By MATT WINSHER

One week ago today, First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton sat down on NBC's "Today" show to discuss the growing list of accusations against her husband. Instead of making excuses, she blamed the political right.

After starting out as a "fast-right-wing conspiracy," Mrs. Clinton cited LU Chancellor Dr. Jerry Falwell. Falwell said he is "selling videos, accusing my husband of murder, of drug running."

Mrs. Clinton encouraged viewers to "look at the people involved, look at their motivations and look at their backgrounds." In response to the allegations, Falwell released an official statement, denying his involvement in a conspiracy.

"Indeed, it is no secret that I have, on many occasions, publicly disagreed with the President's policies, and have also questioned his character and integrity," Falwell said in the press release. "But I also believe there is a great deal of media speculation and speculation, and those who are charged with dealing with this current matter don't need my opinions or predictions."

Falwell's statement shows just how paranoid the Clintons are, Larry Krasner, head of the conservative organization, Judicial Watch, said it was a "propraganda...half Mary bushy."
Family values: The King’s Flames will present "Family Values: Chills in Adventure in Time: 'Cousinship and Marriage" in Fine Arts, 134 on Feb. 3 at 7 and 11 p.m. Admission for the event is $5.

Stalking: The Office of Student Life will sponsor three Outings to Wintergreen Resort on Feb. 3, 17 and 24. The deadline to sign up is 4:30 p.m. Friday prior to the desired outing. All students who sign up for the outing will receive a $15 deposit receipt. Those will be handed to the Athletics Team prior to the parking lot at 3:30 p.m. each outing.

"Rocky": Denver’s Place will be showing the film "Rocky" Feb. 6-8. Times are as follows: Feb. 6-7, 9:45 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. and 12:30 a.m. and the show in the Reber-Thomas Auditorium on Feb. 8. Parks are available for eight men and seven women.

Basic Testing: UU will be offering a Standardized departmental course dubbed "Basic Testing" beginning Feb. 12. Students can receive information on the course through their Soc. commuter students can receive information by contacting the Commuting Student Office at ext. 2569.

History Society: The History Society will hold its first meeting of the semester on Feb. 3 at 7 p.m. in TE 118.

Wingate offers jobs for students, lodging for parents

By BILL MEYER

The Wingate Inn, under construction since January of 1997, officially opened its doors on Jan. 5. Its location, just up the road from Liberty’s campus on Candlers Mountain Road, means that the community and the student body will benefit from a mutually beneficial relationship.

The general manager of the Wingate Inn is Liberty graduate Dot Hansen. The student government manager for the inn is Macy Murphy, also a Liberty graduate.

The 131-room Wingate Inn is strategically placed to accommodate family and friends who will be attending graduation. Unfortunately, the rooms with two queen-sized beds have already been sold out for this year’s graduation. However, 60 percent of the rooms are still available. Graduating seniors are advised to secure reservations for their families as soon as possible.

The number is 843-7000 or 1-800-728-6773.

"During graduations, the rates are a little bit higher just due to supply and demand," Hansen said. A discount of approximately 15 percent, however, is routinely given to people who are directly or indirectly affiliated with Liberty.

Hansen recommends making reservations for major events such as homecoming or graduation about eight months in advance for parents who are dropping off students, a mean of three to four months in advance is usually considered safe.

The chain of Wingate Inns are intended to cater predominantly to people who are attending these institutions during their stay. The business centers that are equipped with computers, Internet hookups, fax machines (charge for sending or receiving) and basic prints. The hotel also has a conference room that can hold up to 125 people.

The inn also furnishes luxury items like 25-inch televisions, microwave ovens, refrigerators, coffee makers, ironing boards and even a safe for storing valuables.

The Wingate Inn also has an indoor pool, a whirlpool and a fitness center. For those with guaranteed reservations, there is a self-checking-in unit. Parents using this option may be given a key and licensed with a password that will direct them to their room.

In addition to its technological sophistication, the Wingate Inn boasts the best "views" in Lynchburg. The entire city is laid out, before guests, with 180 degree view of the mountain range in the background.

Many Liberty students have already taken advantage of the inn’s close proximity and secured jobs at the hotel. According to Hansen, daytime positions are available. The openings are generally clerical in nature. Those interested are encouraged to apply as soon as possible in their respective disciplines.
Computer labs get facelift

Continued from Page 1

By CRISP EDWARDS
Managing Editor

The signs achieving the walls of the Nettie Freeman Center depict a frustrated duck poised over a computer with a sledgehammer. The signs express precisely the feeling of some students who see the latest bout of Telephone Office computer problems. During a high point of the semester, the Director of Department of Communications informed the campus of a break in the telephone office's computer, forcing


The Liberty Debate Team has achieved its prominence in a relatively short period of time. After its inception in 1985, the team rose to a top 20 position by 1989. Throughout the 1990s, it has remained in the top 10. Since 1991, with the exception of one year, the team has consistently ranked in the top 10. The Liberty squad won the NCCAA Championship氩est trials to reconcile their accounts. Students will be required to reconcile their accounts. Students will be required to reconcile their accounts.

Students with active member numbers have been able to call off-campus during evenings, but Tomlin warns that students should be aware of the time when recording the phone calls.

Jim was a strict task master that recording the phone calls right now is very strict. He's very strict. Tomlin said. "Since the system is back up, it will be more efficient and the students will not have to⟶
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It's like a party that never never ends...

Valentine Coffee House
Friday, February 13
9:30pm & 12:30am

Schilling Center 2
Doors open half hour before each show.

$2 in advance
$3 at the door
Tickets on sale in the Reber-Thomas Dining Hall.
(Limited number of tickets available)

Attention Juniors and Seniors
Jr/Sr banquet at Historic Hotel Roanoke, March 6.
Tickets go on sale for seniors, Feb. 6.
Watch your mailbox for more details.

Wintergreen Resort Skiing
February 10, 17 & 24

$15 Lift Ticket
$16 Ski Rental
The deadline to sign up is 4pm the Friday prior to the Tuesday date with a non-refundable $15 deposit. Vans will be leaving the David's Place parking lot at 3:30pm each Tuesday.

Call 582-INFO for more information
OR visit our web site at: www.liberty.edu/~studntlf
The early morning sun struggles to burn through the smog shroud that enshrouds like a veiling mist the vibrant rose and gold face of a pre-dawn, northern lake. A soft whisper wakes us in our one-bedroom motel room, a space that seems to absorb its section of the lake, its color, its shape, my shadow on the tips of a water cone over a rippling, reflecting, changing surface of water, an amoeba, interlace, or an exhausted repose of the sun.

The lake's life-giving origins stand like sentries over the lake. The loons stand like sentries over the lake. A loon's forlorn cry over the indoors, as my parrot chatters. If I believed that loves were inherited biologically, I would see loons as our forebears, as Apartment 203, the Canadian wilderness. Martime loons returning to the outdoors upon the inception of spring, as my parrot returns to the indoors upon the inception of winter.

I, however, was born with the love of the outdoors. My love for the outdoors is the result of my parents' preference for the out of doors over the indoors, as my parrot spent the dozen years of their marriage staying airborne, engaging with outdoors, internalizing its beauty, and returning home to the indoors. My parrot, however, cannot do this, and I feel the need for Christians to live by biblical principles, "strengthen(ing) the family," by demonstrating examples, "Dr. David Allison, faculty advisor to the Student Opportunities Program and professor of recreation at West Virginia University.

Each of these activities, though, the sport of rock climbing deserves particular attention, because its ability to significantly increase popularity is making it one of the largest outdoor trends.

Even though its challenges — like exposure to heights — may appear to be the main attraction to others, in extreme cases, this sport dominates the climber's mind, so much so that they temporarily lose sight of the name, living only for the vehicle and surviving off of their need to escape the malefactors of life. This is my love.

In the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains, Lynchburg's students have numerous sites to "bang around" for fun. Tim Toole's "Rock and Road," an excellent book describing the climbing in all 50 states, provides information about and directions to 26 climbing sites in Virginia. This includes Tanglewood's Tooth, the highest climb in Virginia, which is located about 45 minutes away. Other sites include climbing types such as face, crack, bouldering, pinnacle, and rock climbing.

Out of all these activities, though, the sport of rock climbing deserves particular attention, because its ability to significantly increase popularity is making it one of the largest outdoor trends.

Even though its challenges — like exposure to heights — may appear to be the main attraction to others, in extreme cases, this sport dominates the climber's mind, so much so that they temporarily lose sight of the name, living only for the vehicle and surviving off of their need to escape the malefactors of life. This is my love.

Rock climbing.

Living on the edge.

By MARK A ARMSTRONG II
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Clinton's new scandal: It's America's morality check

The last two weeks have provided an interesting study in politics. Major world events such as the Pope's visit to typhoon-devastated Japan, the murder and the trial of the Oklahoma City bomber have been overshadowed, if not challenged, by the Clinton scandal. The president himself has done nothing inappropriate. The questions have been asked, justifiedly, what does Clinton know? The charges are true, not only has he lied again and again on his wife, but charges of perjury could read his political career in a manner of less than one chapter. The charges are currently similar to complaints leveled by Paula Jones, Gennifer Flowers and others. The Clinton team, unfortunately, many of the American people, if the polls are to be believed has reached such a state of moral decay that it shouldn't deserve a president.

The question is: What should be the response of the Christians? We must continue to pray for our leaders. Pray that werdean God will use the results of the president's recent actions to whitewash his heart. Pray for Clinton—a historic position, please...2 Corinthians 5:20-21.

Finally, it would behoove us to reflect on the consequences of choosing leaders on the premise that character is not their highest priority. Clinton himself, within the same truth and moral news, Christians should examine themselves. As Paul wrote, let everyone carefully examine himself, for what he has put on is to be regarded as real.

In the midst of all this, what should be the response of the Christians? We must continue to pray for our leaders. Pray that God will use the results of the president's recent actions to whitewash his heart. Pray for Clinton—a historic position, please...2 Corinthians 5:20-21.

The thought of playing the Flames women's basketball team is quickly becoming a reality.

Not only have the Lady Flames been dominating, they've done it with class. The thought of playing the Flames women's basketball team is quickly becoming a reality.

On the court, in school and in their Christian testimonies, the ladies have represented the Liberty Champion system for shortchanging all black students and teachers. Some problems with public schools aren't just found in the schools themselves. We should go without saying, faith over education at everest. Though we do not educate in the traditional sense of completely godless and God-depriving form, the Christian system in schools is a far cry from the obvious things. Some things are missing — a moral compass, a respect for the traditional ways of home, and the Mass of others.

I attended a list of the faithlessness of students in all major subject areas. A survey of college students conducted at Indiana University, the average home school graduate nearly 50 percent better than their public school peers.

The golden promise of America isn't worth the paper and I'm going to eat it. The school record is one of abject failure. One of the more unfortunate aspects of the system of today. It shouldn't be surprising. This is still the prevailing opinion, condoned by the president of this country, and it is not surprising. The reality of the public school record is one of object failure.

Why shouldn't parents be able to teach their own kids? They're the best people for the job. The opposite extreme of "Insufficient socialization" is excessive peer dependency. Kids are reared in a non-family home, they're prepared for life afterwards.
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Looking for a fresh, new look?

Whether it's lectures in the afternoon...

Or afternoons on the town...

It's time for Wrappers.

Mix and match separates starting at 24.00.

EARN BELK CHARGE DOLLARS WITH YOUR BELK CHARGE PURCHASES!
Olympic flame will burn at Nagano

By MARK HOGG and KERRY RODRIGUEZ

Nagano, Japan, a city of nearly 900,000 people, has the honor of hosting the 1998 Winter Olympic Games, the 20th century's most popular winter event. Two hundred Sumo wrestlers will grace the Opening Ceremonies, scheduled for Feb. 7, featuring Akebono, a 300-pound Sumo grand champion, who will perform an ancient purifying ritual.

What will happen to the Olympic torches after Nagano will be allowed to stay on the ice longer, which builds the skating's excitement. The "clap skate" features a double blade, allowing one blade to stay on the ice longer, which builds the skating's excitement. The "clap skate" features a double blade, allowing one blade to stay on the ice longer, which builds the skating's excitement.

The official mascots of the 2000 Winter Games are the giant bears cross-breeds named Sukki, Nikko, and Turtick. The bears are fueled by natural gas and electric cars, which will be strapping them on, but Team USA hates them and has asked them to be taken off after the Games. The new shoes have taken almost one week (if skaters time it is a sport where every hundredth of a second counts).

For Liberty University students, faculty and staff

We are pleased to announce the establishment of a special Liberty University Ski program which is being made available by Winterplace Ski Resort, near Beckley, West Virginia. Liberty University Students, Faculty and Staff wishing to take advantage of this special ski program must present their Liberty University Identification Card when purchasing lift tickets or renting ski equipment.

For the first time in over 80 years, speed skating is receiving equipment changes.
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PLAY any game of your choice FREE with this coupon.

Mindboggle

Video Arcade
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For the first time in over 80 years, speed skating is receiving equipment changes.

MINDBOBBLE

PLAY any game of your choice FREE with this coupon.

Mindboggle

Video Arcade

River Ridge Mall

Non-Holiday Weekdays, Monday through Friday

All Day Skiing

20.95

Night Skiing

22.95

Lift Ticket

36.95

Rental Equipment

36.95

Eishockey programs include games, fees, and points. (Depends varies)

The Super Sundae Sale. For a limited time at your participating Dairy Queen Stores. We Treat You Right.
IMS expands spring line-up

By JENIFER HERVEY
Sports Reporter

Over the past two years, the intramural program at Liberty has been a huge part of student life. This semester won’t be any different.

"We’re very excited about this spring," Director of Student Life Shannon Greer said. "We’re trying new things, I love it." This spring’s program will include leagues for softball, coed tennis, men’s and women’s volleyball, and a golf tournament in April and a flag football tournament in March.

"This semester will be the first to have a golf tournament," Pierce said. "For the flag football tournament should be more competitive than the field league. The tournament will draw teams that have been playing together for a while and there shouldn’t be much parity among the teams.

The intramural office has been a great opportunity for the student body. "It’s a good way for students to get away from school work, get some exercise and meet some new people," said sophomore Ryan Filibeck, who has participated intramural the past four years.

"The program is designed to spread across the campus," Pierce said. "Numbers show more participation in these areas but Pierce attributes most of that to in areas. Spring often attracts a little from participation because it’s hard for students to stick to a schedule because of the busy spring weather.

Pierce thinks the two tournaments will be the most competitive events for this semester, but he expects high participation in the leagues as well.

Originally, the intramural program was controlled by the Sports and Recreation Department, IMS was transferred to the Student Life Department four years ago and there were no greater participation problems.

Pierce feels this year’s Student Life program is better just as the program grows and has found the job very rewarding.

"This year has been a learning process, the majority of the people have been great," Pierce said. "We’ve been overwhelmed by the growth of the program, we try to make it as fun as possible for the students."
**Flames go 20-0**

Wilkerson nets career-high 26 points in win over Radford, Women's Basketball Runs Away with the Victory in the College Basketball Teams (Men's or Women's) in the Country. Wilkerson netted a career high 26 points, and grabbed four steals for Liberty. Each tallied a double-double. Radford netted exactly 50 percent, but the Flames forged their way at the board. Liberty pulled away from Radford's 34. 26-0, 7-0 Big South Conference. After a tight first half, the Lady Flames ran away with the victory in the slim the margin. After a tight first half, the women's basketball teams (men's or women's) in the country.

**Snazzy sweepers clean up the floor**

**LU grass named best in nation**

Liberty's lawn has been chosen from the bottom up being named LU's Outstanding Field in the Big South. The University of Miami and Arizona State University are the two previous winners of this award.

**Bare necessities — The fiery design on the old Vines floor was sandblasted off over Christmas vacation. The new looks more formal, less raw.**

**Radford seizes win, dishes LU's 3rd conference loss of the season**

The Big South's second leading scorer, Corey Reed (15.4 ppg), led a Players, coaches and students reacted positively to the new floor. The Big South's second leading scorer, Corey Reed (15.4 ppg), led a Players, coaches and students reacted positively to the new floor.
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